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TESSAN Power strip TS-302-C-GR
The TESSAN TS-302-C-GR power strip is perfect for use at home, in the office, or in a dormitory. Thanks to its compact design, it helps
save valuable space and facilitates keeping things organized. It offers four AC outlets, two USB-A ports, and one USB-C port, meaning you
can  connect  up  to  seven  devices  to  it  simultaneously.  Moreover,  the  long,  2-meter  cable  allows  you  to  place  it  wherever  you  want
without any hassle.
 
Up to 7 Devices Simultaneously
Forget about limitations. The TESSAN power strip enables simultaneous powering of up to seven devices – you have four AC outlets, two
USB-A ports, and one USB-C port at your disposal. This allows you to easily connect your smartphone, tablet, laptop, monitor, speakers,
lamp, and more! Make organizing your desk space easier and enjoy the tidiness.
 
Enhanced Construction
Despite its great capabilities, the strip is relatively small – its dimensions are only 111 x 111 x 40 mm. This means it doesn't take up too
much space! Moreover, you can either simply place it on your desk or table, or mount it on the wall to save even more space. But that's
not all. The well-thought-out construction of the strip allows you to plug in even large plugs and adapters without obstructing access to
the remaining outlets.
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Energy Saving
The strip is equipped with a practical switch that allows you to disconnect the power at any time. This means you don't have to worry
about your devices consuming electricity when you're not using them. Take care of lower energy consumption in your home and save on
bills!
 
 
 
Manufacturer
TESSAN
Model
TS-302-C-GR
Color
White
Available Outlets and Ports
4x AC outlet, 2x USB-A, 1x USB-C
Dimensions
111 x 111 x 40 mm
Cable Length
2 m

Preço:

€ 21.50

Acessórios para computadores, Power strips
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